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Sffi,liMARY .,-_ ... -

( G16-2S) 

(K55/B5-24) 

This Record shows how the five elastic constants of a 
transversely anisotropic rock can be de~ermined in the field if 
boreholes are available which 'may 'be used as shot-holes. The 
equipment consists of a seismograph, vertical geophones, and three
component geophones. 

Five const~~ts are needed to define the elastic properties 
of the medium. (An elliptical law of velocity distribution in the 
x-z plane does not necessarily apply). Young's moduli and Poisson IS 

ratios for various directions can be calculated frem these. The 
resul t s are given for one df4s field work at ~;Iead("jwbanks dam sit e, 
Tasmania, where the bedrock consists of horizontally lp~ered sandstone 
and siltstone underlying muJstone. The accuracy of determination of 
the constants was limited by the accura~y of measurement of short 
time intervals, and four constants only could be determined for each , 
layer. 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

The Hydro-Electric Commission of Tasm~~ia p~oposes to 
build a dam and power station on the Derwent River, four miles south 
of Hamilton. The dam site is referred to as Meadowbanks dam. sit8 and 
the centre of the dam site is located about 200 ft north and 2300 ft 
east of grid reference point 475750 on the Oatlands sheet of the 
Australia 1:250,000 map series. 

Geologi,;al :!.nvestigat:'ons started with drilling two holes 
in 1944. A geolob~cal reconnaissance survey was made in 1953 and a 
geolog:i.ce.l report prepared by Mather (1)161) included geology, borehole 
data, and laboratory teats on core samples. 

The COllllllission started excavating the river diversicn 
channel and the foundation rock on both banks of the river. However, 
considerr.ble doubt existed aboo"l: the strengtrl of the rock to wi ti1stand 
horizontal stres8~S. To supplement its laboratory tests, the 
Commission requested the Bureau of Mineral R9sources, Geology and 
Geophysics (Bl·m) to determine the elastic constants of the foundation 
rock in situ, by USi:.'lg seismic L1ethods. The work was done on 7th 
Ma;y 1963 by a party consisting of P.E. Mann (pl'trty leader), F. Jewell 
(the Commi~8::'on' s Geophysicist), and four assistants ~~'.lppJ.ieQ by the 
Commissior,.. W.A. Wiebi::lnga (fenior Geophysicist, mIR) was ~.lso 
present (:l.t the exper:~mej,l'~s • 

According to Ma.ther (1961) the area is underlain by 
ge-:tl't·ly dipp~.j:lg, interbed.ded sanistollDS, siltstones, and mud.stones 
of Triassic age which are consideJ:ed to 'be ellui valent to the 
Knocklofty Sandstone ai.ld Shale Formation. 

The sp...ndstones are d.0!i.i!:.2':"1tly q,uartzose bl'.t contain varying 
affiounts of mica, graphite, ann oxides of ir·:-n. and manganese. The 
quartz~ains are sub-angular to rounded, and the size ranges from 
medium to fine. 

Th8 g~'ains in the siltstonerJ are also quartz, but cla;y and 
mica flakes a:>:>e mQre abmdant than in the sandstones. The mudstones 
are predominantly "lay but some of tlJ8m contain mica on the bedding 
pl&nes. In S01r.e :fJla-::es tt:~ mt:dstones anel siltstones are ~:i.nel.;y 
interbedc.ea. to gi ye a closely ber.ded sediment. 

Mather (1961, Dravd.ng N'0.A9030) distinguishes five ma.in 
ID'.ldstone beds) which he refers to 8.:-l Beds ° to 4. Bed 0 intersects 
the sides of the valley. At the -~ime of 'Gh0 sei sni..e test tbe right 
hand side of tho::! valley floor (facing (I.u\,ffistr .. ")cwr.) had been e~cayrated. 
down to the top of Bed. 1 (Plate 1). Bed 1 is 10 to 15 ft thick and 
overlies sandstone. Bed 2, at a depth of about 20 to 25 ft below 
ground surf8.ue in the excavated area, con8ists of IDi).dstones and. 
sil ts·~ones. 

Thre8 main sets of joints have been observed: 

(a) gently dipping close to the direction of bedding. 

(b) steeply dipping, strike south-east, parallel to the river. 

(c) steepl~r dipping, 8t:rike nort:r...-east, normal to the river. 
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2. 

3. MY:~TEODS - ... --

The seismic ~'Gfraction method was .... lsed. .A 300-ft spread 
was laid out in the excavated area on the right hand side of the 
valley about three .feet from the excavation wall, al1d roughly parallel 
to the river! Vertical geophoneo were placed a-l: 50-ft intervds, 
wi th thrE'e-componer.t geo:u~ones at each E:nl!. of the spread to record 
the ground mJvement in three mutually perpendicular directions. Shot 
distMceA were 60 and 170 ft from the north-western end (upst:;:-eam) and 
100 end ~90 f',; fI'om tho::: 80l1.th-88.::;te~ end (dcvmstream) of the spreEa. 
A shot was a180 placed in the centre of the geophone Sl)read to me.".sure 
the near-surfac.'3 velocities. Wi th the combination of vp.r"!;ical 2.i:i 
three-co;nponen l; geopl.l.()nes in the a'L'ove arrangement 1 veloci tip.9 of 
longi tudh1e.l and transverse wa-yrF"s can be ruea:..:;ured along the rE:i'~~actors, 
i:...£. roughly par'31lel to the ground surface a.'1d parallel to tl:e 
bedding. 

~0 obtain the veloci tics of longitudinal aL1d trC:!:,:.s'Terse 
waves ill 8. vertical or oblique (~:.i.rection, shots were explod:.;'!(1 in 
'CeJ.yx: d:d.ll hole No.318 at 85~ 70, 53 and 45··ft o.cpth; tile gl'ound 
motion eVtmts were recorded v6th three-componenJc geoljl'lo:'1es at tl1(~ 

surface e.t the top of tbe hole 9.l1:i at posi tiOi1S 15 ft and 20 ft awo.y 
from the d.rill-hele collar. j~ sp:r-eac1. 'Jf vertical (;8ophones was ;;1.1so 
used., s]:aCl':lQ at 20-ft intervals from 40 to 100 ft ::'n l:'n? with the 
shot-poi~'). t. 

The equipiil~Ij; m::ed consisted of' an SIE refraction oeismograph, 
I'le geo:or.ol1?s of l1J.turb.l frequency about 20 cis i and two Hall-Sears 
omni-cli.rectional vib::ration detectors, :Model HS-1-LP 3D, of natu:i:al 
frequ.ency aDO'.1.t 14 cis. 

The seismic method of dE::teri1:ining elastic constants of 
rocks in 9i tu is a c1ynamic method. It he.s the advantage that the 
rock is not disturbed or changed hy sampling methods, and that the 
d.etE.·rra::!.nation applies to 8. large body, OJ: sa:ni:Jle, of rock. 

The th80ry of ela~rl;ic ·iVFl.Ve pro:paga~ion in a meclium with 
elastic ::?ro,gerties s:!llJmei;:t'ice..l about one fixed. d::.rection (the vertical 
axis x = y = 0 in the ins';:allce of liea.d.ovrbo;!Yl~~s d.8.lr. site) has beej,1 
worked out by Love (1927) and 8toneley (1949). Such a msdiu .. 'n is 
~alle(: transvE:rsely anisotropic. Trie elast..:i..(l properties of a 
transversely al').:iso-i:;:ccpic medium ara descr5.bsd by f:j.~'e elastic COrlsta..'1ts 
(A, C, F, 1, aL!.d N) in the following si;resf:l-~t:La'in relations (see 
Fig. 1). 

X Ae + (1',. - 2N) e + F e ) x xx yy zz ) 
y ::: (A - 2J~) e + .A e + F e 

) 
y xx yy zz ) 

(e -I- e
ViT

) 

) 
Z F + (j e ~ z xx . .., zz (1 ) 
v = y =: N e 

) 
.I ... ) Y X yx 

y Z = 1 e ~ x Y z:r ) 

Z == X = L e ~ x z xz 
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3. 

where X , e are the extensional stress and strain along the x axis, x xx 

X , e = e are the shear stress and strain for the x, y axes, y yx xy 

and similarly for the other quantities. 

Note that for an isotropic body with Lame parameters ), 
andp , A <:: C c:A;- 2f' F ==,,\, and L = N =f (fis shear modulus). 

First let us study the two-dimen3ional case for motion 
confined to the plane y = O. The stress-strain relatioIBbecome: 

x = Ae + Fe x xx zz 
) 

Z ::: Fe + Ce z xx zz 

Z = X = Le 
x z zx ) 

Stoneley (9~it .• , p.345, equation 9) develop8d the 
following wave-velocity relat~on : 

n 2 [ (A _ J) 12 + Ln 2 "',P c 2 ] [( J + L) 12 + Cn 2 
_ P c 2 

] 

+ 12 [ Al 
2 

+ (J + L) n 
2 

-,P c 2 ] [( C -J) n 2 + L12 -,p c 
2

] ::: 0 

in which 1, m = 0, n, are direction cosines, and 12 + n2 ::: 1; 
J = F +L, and A, C, F, and L are four of the elastic constants 
referred to in (1) anel (2), c is the velocity, and f} the specific 
gra'1i ty of the medium • 

The following cases are of practical importance to 
measuring techniques : 

1; n == 0) (a) for rays in the Y. direction (1 

A =1' c
2 

(longitudinal P wave) 

2 
L "" p c (vertical polarised transverse SV wave) 

I 

(b) for rays in the Z direction (1 = OJ n = 1) 

2 
C = f c (longi tudinal P wave) 

L =>;>c2 (transverse S wave) 

Equation (3) ca.r~ be reduced to 

( 6) 

(7) 

2fc
2 

:::: Al2 + C;} + L ±. [{(A •. L) 12 _ (C-L) n2} 2 + 4 J212n2l~ (8) 

Equa.tiOlj, (8) gives two solutions for p c2 In general for oblique 
paths, neither of the waves is purely compressional or 
purely distortional. For almost-isotropic media, 
the higher value of c is applicable to predominantly 
longitudinal waves, and the lower value to vertically 
polarised and predominantly transverse waves. 

For an isotropic medium in terms of Lame constants 
equation (8) reduces to: 

2fC2 ::: 2 A+ 4/, 

or 0/'/::: 0/' 
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To compute the elastic constant N, Stoneley (on. cit." 
p.341, equation 11a) shows that for horizontally polarised wavse SH 

222 ( f c :: 1 N + n L 9) 

and for the x direction (n = 1) 

( 10) 

If A, C, and L have been obtained as above, F = J - L can 
be theoretica11y obtai:,1.'9d from surface recordings of rays following 
oblique paths from borehole shots, using the following equation 

~( 2 2 2 2 2 2 ' F.,. fC - Ln ~ Al ) y,c - Ll - Cn ) I In - L (11) 

In dealing with a single layer, it would suffice to record 
the time taken over a path at a convenient ~lgle (say 45 degrees; with 
geophone diotance equal to shot-depth), and substitute the measured 
value of c ~~d appropriate values of 1 and n in equation (11). 

For a'two-layer problem, an exact solution depends on 
solving the following equations : 

t -, h Inc - 1 1 1 + h In c 000 

x = h1l/n1 + h 1 In 000 

c1/11 .,. c /1 o 0 
1 2 ~ 2 2 2 

n1 == 10 + n == 1 1 0 

where 11 is thickness of upper layer (see Fig. 2), o 

h1 is depth of shot below top of 10weI' layer, 

(12) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 

10, no' 11 , n1 are direction cosines of rays in upper and lower 
layers (mo = m1 = 0), 

co' c1, are velocities in upper ~ld lower layers in directions 
(10 , 0, no) and (11, 0, n1) respectively, 

x is horizontal distance from shot-po:L:lt to geophone, and 

t is travel time. 

Of these, x, t, h , and h1 mE'", be rega:~:ded as known, and 
c , c J ' 1 , n , 11, and n1 ag UIDG10\vn. Thus there ere only five 
e~uat~onuOto aet8nnine six UIDknOYlnS, and the probleills caP~ot be 
solved by shoot~_ng and recording at one point only. USb of equation 
( 11) under these ci:r.cumstances only stl'bsti tutes the unknown F 0 and F 1 
for c and c1 0 The above theory also assumes that the surface and 
the b8undary between the two layers 2.1:'e horizontal. Corrections can 
be made for surface elevations, but in practice, variations in travel 
time occur in the top few feet through unconsolid9.ted soil or 
weo;1;l:.ered material, and this represents an additional unknown which 
should be included in equation (12). 
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To solve the problem complete~ then, it is necessar,y to 
shoot at different depths and record at different distances. One 
obvious proposal would be to shoot at or just above the boundar,y to 
determine Co and hence F from equation (11) for the upper layer. 

Another method would be to shoot at two different depths 
in the lower l~er, and record the times of r~·s travelling at the same 
angle to the vertic&l. 1ms should give the same tre.lJ'el time through 
the upper layer, and the same value for c1 in the lower layer; thus 
c1 could be calculated from the difference in times. Thus equations 
(14) and (15) above would be unchanged, as would the last terms of 
equations (12) and (13). This would give: 

c1 6 t ." 6x/11 ." /)..h/n1 ( 16) 

where refers to differences between the '~V10 shots; or for 45 degrees 

c1 ::: J26h/6t ) 
( 17) ) 

6x= ll.h ) 

It remains to determine the appropriate geophone positions for a given 
angle, i.e. Xc in Fig. 3 should be known; in practice this could be 
estimated with sufficient accuracy. However, if unknown surface 
corrections exist, this method is not sufficient. 

To eliminat8 the surface corrections it is necessar.y to 
record at the same geophone position, paths from shots at different 
depths. In the near-surface low-velocity material the ray path 
would be almost vertical and the travel-time through it may be taken 
as constant. However, this involves paths at different angles 
through the l~ers, and hence new values for the six unknowns, while 
adding only five equations similar to (12) to (1 5) • We have 
therefore to add two (or more) further eqnE'.tions similar to (8), which 
replace the four (or more) unknovm velocities by two unknown values of 
F. 

In the present problem, where time intervals of only a few 
milliseconds (msec) were measured with an accuracy of ±. 1 msec, it is 
clear that the algebra and subsequent calculations involved in getting 
an exact theoretical solution would not be justified. In fact, as 
will be seen, it was not possible to determine a value for F for the 
lower la¥er with 13.ny certainty. However, the t:heory has been set out 
in some deteil above for future reference, and as a background to 
the present approach. 

A~other approach is to detonate a series of explosions at 
two or more depths, and record the waves from each explosion at 
several geophone locations. Theoretical travel-time curves for each 
explosion could be calculated from equations (8) and (12) to (15), 
i.e. values of x and t could be obtained for various assumed values 
of F and 11, These could be matched against the observed travel-time 
curves, and the value of F chosen which gives the best fit for all 
curves. 

To transform the constants A, C, F, L, and N into Young's 
moduli, equation (18) from Love (1927, p.161) may be used: 



2 BC - F = ---~.--

A H G 1. H B F 

G F C 

6. 

For a transversely isotropic medium F = G, A = B, L == M, and 
H = (A - 2N); E1 ~ E2 is Young's modulus in the horizontal plane. 
Hence : 

A A-2:N F 

A-2N A F 

F F C 4ND 
E == E2 =-'-

1 = 
F2 AC _ F2 AC 

where 2 
D = AC - F - CN 

, , Young's modulus in the vertical direction is 

The three Poisson's ratios are represented by: 

c:)1 - effect of horizontal strain on horizontal strain. 

G2 - effect of horizontal strain on vertical strain. 

V-3 - effect of vertical strain on horizontal strain. 

( 18) 

(20) 

The f~rmulae given by Love (-Sp. cit. p.162, equation 20), 
with appropriate substitutions, redu.ce to : 

t:r1 = 1 - 2HC/(AC - F2) = E/2N - 1 

Q2 = 2FN/(AC - F2) == F(1 - U; )/C 

~3 = F/2(A - N) == B1/cr2E3 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

~herG are certain restrictions on the values of the constants, 
as given by Barden (19639 p.201). 'His two inec;,'.lalities (13) ar.d the 
three unnumbered preceding ones ma;y be shovffi to be equivalent (with 
positive elastic constants), and ma;y be expressed as : 

or 

1)C1 + 262 63 
C (A •. U) > F2 

Further restrictions given by Barden ' ••• on th'2 assumption 
that t1",e dilatation has the same sign as the applied stress, which 
ID3.)T bp. true for perfectly elastic materials, but whic!l. is not 
necessarily true for soiL •• I are: 

(26) 

(27) 
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By substituting from (21), (22), and (23) above, these are 
equivalent to 

'? 

2N (C - F) / (AC - F"") > 0 

A-U>F 

As Ab~F2 is positive from (25), (28) becomes 

C ) F 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

It should be noted that ~ or C; may be greater than 0.5, 
contrar,y to the usual restriction for isotropic media. 

:
TakingC:>; as positive gives us the additional restriction 

from (21) 

1 > 2NC/(AC _ F2) 

or N«AC - F
2

)/2C 

5. REsums 

The seismic refraction results are shown in Plate 1. 
layers are indicated : 

Three 

(1) A thin 3 ft to 7 ft thick surface layer in which the seismiO 
velocity is about 3000 ft/sec, 

(2) An upper layer in which the horizontal longitudinal seismic 
velocity is 7200 ft/sec representing the mudstone of 'Bed l' 
(see Geology), 

(3) A lower layer in which the horizontal longitudinal seismic 
velocity is 11,500 ft/sec, representing the sandstone 
below the mudstone ('Bed 1'). 

The depth of the 11,500-ft/sec layer is about 20 ft at the 
north-western end of the seismic spread (near 'Calyx' drill hole No. 
318) and about 9 ft at the south-eastern end. " The average deuth is 

I • 

about 16 ft, vrith a slig~t north-uesterly dip in the direction of the 
traverse. 

The seismic velocities were also measured perpendicular to 
the bedding in 'Calyx' drill hole No. 318, a. hole about 4 ft in 
diameter drilled at the same locations as DH322. The collar of this 
drill hole is about 20 ft higher than the excavated surface where the 
main seisr:ric traveI'se was laid out. The geophones for recording the 
vertical waves were laid out on the natural surface adjacent to drill 
hole No. 318. Shots were fired at depths of 45, 53, 70, ruld 85 ft. 
The vertical longitudinal velocity in the mudstone (Bed 1) above 
45-ft depth appeared to be about 4700 ft/sec or slightly less, and 
in the sandstone and siltstone layers below 'Bed l' about 8300 ft/ 
sec. These measurements can be accurate only within about 25 
percent because of the short travel times involved. However, it 
appears that there is some velocity anisotropy. 
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The transv(;rse we.ve velocities men.sured in the borehole 
are about 3600 rt/sec between 45 and 70-ft, depth in the sandstone and 
siltstone, and 2500 ft/sec or slightly less in the mudstone between the 
surface and 45-ft depth. 

The velocity of the horizontally polarised transverse wave 
in the X direction, moasl1T.'8d from seismic refraction shots in two 
oPF0r;j.tp. dire0tior.s, is about 4400 ft/sec in th2 sand.stone and 
siltstone. This determination is not very accurate. The oblique 
path from the shot at 45-ft depth to the geophone at 40-ft di.stance 
gives a velocity of about 5500 ft/sec. 

The specific gravity of the sandstone and siltstone was 
taken 9.S about 2.47 and of the mud9tone about 2.4 (Mather, 1961). 

The elastic constants A, C, L, and N were calculated from 
equations (4), (5), (6), (1), and (10). The results are shov;n in 
Table 1. 'rhe velocity of the horizontally polarised wave travelling 
horizontally in Bed 1 could not be measured, and therefore N could not 
be determined. 

TABLE 1 

0-

Elastic Sandstone and siltstone I Mudstone Bed 1 

Constants I in units of ! in6units of in units of in
6
units of 

, 109 dyne/ cm2 10 Ib/in2 109 d:yne/ cm2 10 Ib/in2 

! 
C 160 2.3 48 0.69 

A 300 4·4 116 1. 68 

L 30 0·43 14- 0.20-

F ? ? 16 0.23 

N 45 + 0.65 + ? ? 

Using these values of A, C, and L for the lor:er layer~ velocities 
have been calculated for various values of Ii'. These are plotted as a 
function cf il::.clination to the vertical in Figure 4. From the restriction 
(30), F must be less than 160 x 109 dyne/cm2, the velocities have been 
calculated for 0, 50, 100, or 150 x 109 dyne/cm2• The maxinrum variation 
in velocity for a g~ven ~~gle occurs between 30 and 45 degrees and is 
about 1500 ft/seci the corresponding difference in travel time for a 
path of 50 ft is about 1 r.lsec. As the times can onl;)" be estimated to 
1 msec and they show a scatter of 1 or 2 msec about a smooth curve, it 
is therefore impossible to make an estimate of F for the lower layer 
with any certainty. 

It is interesting to note that for loy; values of F and fo}:
incliilations to the vertical less than about 40 degrees the velocity may 
be lower than in the vertical direction. Jm assUIn:;?tion is commonly 
made, that the velocity for cross-anisotropic media in the vertical 
plane plotted in polar co-ordinates describes an ellipse. Figure 4 
shoVls that this is not true in general, and ma;}' not be even roughly 
true. 
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From restriction (31), N for the upper lB3er must be less 
than 55 dyne/cm2 • 

Tables 2 and 3 show values of the principal Young's moduli 
and Poisson's ratios for the two media, calculated for various values 
of the unknown elastic constants, using equations (18) to (23). 

TABLE 2 

Elastic constants of smidst-one ~d.siltstone 

109 dyne/cm2 

106 lb/in~ 

E3 109 dyne/cm
2 

106 lb/in? 

25 

153 

2.22 

158 

2.29 

0·70 

0.05 

0.05 

50 

152 

2.20 

150 

2.18 

0.68 

0.10 

0.10 

75 

149 

2.16 

138 

2.00 

0.66 

0.15 

100 

146 

2.12 

121 

1. 76 

0.62 

0.24 

0.20 

TABLE 3 
ElastiQ....Q.Q!lstants of mudstone (Bed 1) 

N (109 dyne/cm2) 

E1 109 dyne/cm
2 

106 lb/in~ 

E3 109 dyne/cm
2 

106 lb/in~ 

10 

36 

0.67 

0.82 

0.06 

0.08 

20 

66 

0.96 

45 

0.65 

0.64 

0.12 

0.08 

30 

88 

1.28 

45 

0.65 

0.18 

0.09 

40 

102 

1.48 

45 

0.65 

0.28 

0.24 

0.11 

125 

140 

2.03 

99 

1.44 

0.56 

0.31 

0.24 

50 

110 

1.60 

44 

0.64 

0.10 

0.30 

0.12 

150 

129 

1.87 

72 

1.04 

0.44 

0.53 

0.29 

From Table 2, it can be seen that variations in 
P near the middle of its range (SB3 50 to 100) do not effect E1, E3) or 
a~1 greatly. Table 3 sbows that Ya:r..'iations in N do not effect E3 or 
63 gre8,tly, but E1' U1, and <; are sensitive to these v~riations. 

E1 probably has a value between 50 and 100 x 109 dyne/cm for the 
mad.stone. 

Wie benga and Manganwidj oyo (1960 ) give an empirj.cal 
relation between longitudinal seismic velocity and rock strength, 
measured as compressive strength in a standard compression test. Taking 
the lowest seismic velocities in the anisotropic rock as a measare, the 
compressive ~trength of the sandstone or siltstone is estimated at 
11,000 lb/in 20r 4.9 ton/in2, ~ld of mudstone (Bed 1) at 7500 Ib/in2 

or 3.3 ton/in. 
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Wiebenga and Wlallganwidjoyo (1960) give also an empirical 
relation between porosity and compressive strength. Based on 
specific gravity measu.rements ma~e by the Commission (Mather, 1961) the 
porosity of the sandstones and siltstones is estimated at about 15 
percent. By using the empirical relation, the compressive strength 
is estimated at about 12,000 Ib/in2 or 5.4 ton/in2• This agTees 
closely with the estimate based on seismic velocity. 

For compa:dson Mather (1961) gives the compressive strength 
of a fresh sa~dstone from DR 254 (measure~ in the laboratory) as 
between 3.18 and 5.77 ton/in2, and of a mudstone between 1.72 and 1.93 
ton/in2• 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The most important elastic constants to be considered 
are the constants L and N in relation to horizontal shear stresses 
in a horizontally layered medium. L for the mudstone of Bed 1 is 
consiuerably lower than for the underlying sandstone and silts~one. 
Although N for mudstone was not determined it is probably comparable 
to L, a~d also considera11y lowe~ than N for the underlying sandstone 
and siltstone. 

The mudstone of Bed 1 is not recommended as a suitable 
foundation rock for a darn. The underlying sandstone or siltstone 
may be strong enough for certain types of dam. 

The accuracy of determination of the elastic constants was 
severely limited by the accuracy or time measurements over short 
dist&lCeS in the vertical o~ oblique directions. For future problems 
of this type, it would be desirable to investigate more-accurate 
methods of time reco~uing, perhaps such as those used with the 
continuous velocity logger, or those used by White and Sengbush (1953). 
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APPENDIX 

Velocity measurements on core samples 

For comparison with the geophysical work the transmission 
time or velocity of pulseiultrasonic waves (frequency 125 kC/s) in 
unwaxed and waxed core samples of drill hole DR 322 was measured in 
the Bureau's Footscray laboratories using an ultrasonic material 
tester (type UCT2) manufactured by Cawkell. The results are shown 
below : 

§amEle DeEth of Velocit) DescriEtion 
No. samEle (ft) 'fftlsec 

1 15.1 9 10,980 Unwaxed, sandstone 

2 15.2 18 10,950 " II 

3 1.8 32 5480 " mudstone 

4 2·4 32t 6370 II II 

6c 2.4 46 6100 " " 
5 2.2 47 7420 " " 
8 2.2 61t 7650 " sandstone 

7 1.7 6:t} 9950 " II 

10 2.2 7~- 8350 II mudstone 

9 2.3 76i 8800 II II 

92D 4.6 81 11,580 Waxed, siltstone 

92E 4.2 81 13,300 II " 
92F 4.2 81 9400 " II 

93A 4.1 84 12,650 " sandstone 

93B' 4.1 84 12,350 II " 
94 4.1 85 13,080 " " 
95A 4.1 87 13,180 " " 
95B 4.0 87 13,080 " II 

96A 4·1 88 13,080 " II 

961 4.1 88 14,500 II " 
231 17.7 92 10,150 II siltstone 
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